SOMETHING
OLD….
Nestled in the Kingdom of Fife the castle dating from 1530, is steeped in
Scottish history and Kings and Queens have enjoyed its hospitality over the
centuries. Myres is surrounded by 44 acres of private grounds, with a
stunning Vatican-styled walled garden, roses, a maze, a woodland trail,
Highland cows and a small lake.
At Myres the welcome is warm, the facilities luxurious and as a Scottish
venue, it is unrivalled. Our weddings are all totally individual and the Castle
will feel like yours for the duration of your stay. There are no rigid
‘packages’ here, no strangers or intrusions – just discrete unobtrusive
service allowing you to have the day of your dreams. We have chosen not to
host too many weddings, so the uniqueness is never lost.
There are 10 luxurious double bedrooms with en suite bathrooms in the
Castle and a very special Gate Lodge sleeping up to 4 people. We provide a
choice of six superb caterers to create your perfect wedding menu.

'Myres Castle was the perfect setting
for us - it’s truly such a beautiful,
special place'””'
Jenny & Dave Stevenson.

'Thank you so much for making our
wedding weekend so perfect. We had
nothing but such praise from all
our guests - both on your beautiful
home, gardens, Barnquee & also
yourselves.”’ ”'
Leela & Ally Lamont.

'We couldn't have dreamed of a
more perfect wedding'”’’”'
Andrew & Suzanne Turner.

SOMETHING NEW….
Each wedding feels like something new for all of us at Myres. We only do a
handful of weddings every year, so we get excited too! This allows us to give you
our absolute attention and makes planning your special day such fun. We can
help co-ordinate your wedding plans and recommend excellent local
suppliers – from ﬂorists to cake makers and photographers to pipers.
We decide we wanted to create something different. A magical party space at
the bottom of our beautiful walled garden. We didn’t want an ordinary
marquee – we were looking for something more rustic, more ﬁtting, more
special, so we came up with the “Barnquee” – completely unique – utterly
wonderful. It has locally sourced Larch trunks holding up the canvas structure.
There is a re-claimed wooden ﬂoor and rustic bar, an ancient stone wall &
sides that can roll up – giving a real outside – inside feel. We have the
charming Applestore, catering tent, luxury loos, outside wood ﬁred pizza oven
providing what is repeatedly called the ‘most special party place’.

SOMETHING
BORROWED….
Myres Castle.
We pride ourselves on the highest standards of
comfort, impeccable, discreet service and the
personal attention to detail that allows you and
your guests to enjoy the relaxed atmosphere in this
truly exceptional family home. Beauty is in the
detail and we love every detail!
We would like you and your family to feel as though
you have ‘borrowed’ this incredible place so that
you can invite your closest friends to help celebrate
the most special day of your lives. We hope that for
the duration of your stay, you can really feel like the
castle and it’s grounds are yours and enjoy a
completely unique experience.

SOMETHING BLUE….
The irises, the bluebells, the delphiniums and agapanthus… all a
wonderful vision of blue!
The garden at Myres is an important part of the magic and it has
been lovingly tended by Matthew the gardener for the past 25 years!
At anytime of the year there is something spectacular to look at – the
symmetrical winter topiary, the sea of daffodils in the Spring, the
cherry blossom and rhododendrons, our famous blue irises and of
course the intoxicating roses all summer. We work with a number of
local ﬂorists and we are also aiming to increase the stock of ﬂowers
that can be used by our brides.

LET’S CELEBRATE
Myres has a license for Civil & Religious Ceremonies to take place in
the Applestore. Alternatively, you can get married surrounded by
the scent of roses, in the romantic setting of the Vatican Garden, or
on the majestic front lawn overlooking the Castle. We can even
provide a tented canopy to protect you and your guests from the
elements.
For larger weddings, for up to 150 guests, we have a wonderful new
woodland wedding venue, which is fully equipped with everything
you need for a great wedding celebration.
We encourage couples and their families to take the castle for two
nights – arriving on the Friday evening, unpacking those special
clothes, enjoying some Fizz and eating informally together in the
Dinning Room, relaxing the night before your wedding surrounded
by those you love. The next morning there will be a delicious
breakfast laid out for you to help yourselves from when you feel like
it. The bride can now have all day to pamper herself and get ready.
We can recommend masseurs, beauticians, hairdressers, in fact
anything you need to make the most of this day.

'Many thanks for making our wedding celebrations the time of our
life with friends in the best place in the world.’'
Emmanuel & Magda Ehny Havion

OUR BEDROOMS
There are 10 en-suite bedrooms all individually furnished and
decorated with beautiful antiques. The huge Rose room, overlooking
the gardens, makes a perfect Bridal suite. 5 of the rooms can be
made up as twins and there are also camp beds available for young
children wanting to share with their parents. The comfortable beds
have crisp white Egyptian cotton sheets and gorgeous Highland
Soap toiletries to enjoy in your characterful en suit bathrooms. We
have one room on the ground ﬂoor, which can be used by guests
with mobility difﬁculties.
There is also a very special ‘tartan’ Gate Lodge sleeping up to 4
people or suitable as a romantic and private Bridal Suite.

DELICIOUS FOOD
Our weddings, offer the choice of excellent local caterers who have
been carefully selected for the quality of their food, competitive
prices and their friendly and helpful service. Their details are as
follows:
Lazy Sunday - www.lazy-sunday.com
The Edinburgh Catering Company - www.theedinburghcateringcompany.com
St Andrews Event Catering - www.standrewseventcatering.com
Ginger Snap - www.ginger-snap.co.uk
Stocks Events - www.stocksevents.com
Duke Street - www.dukestreetgroup.com
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WHAT WE OFFER
Full Weekend accommodation for up to 20 guests for two nights in our ten beautiful Castle
bedrooms
A simple 2-course Friday supper with house wine for up to 20 guests. Lodge guests can join
in with the castle meals for a small supplement per head.
Soft drinks, tea and coffee for all resident guests
Saturday continental breakfast, Saturday light lunch and Sunday brunch for up to 20 guests
Use of our beautiful locally sourced Larch framed Barnquee with rustic bar, situated in a
magical woodland setting, with lights hanging from the trees and ﬁre pits to add to the
enchanting atmosphere. It can seat up to 150 guests for a wedding meal and is a great space
for your evening party, for up to 200 guests. It is an exceptional backdrop for you to create
any style you wish, it is equipped with lighting, PA system, tables, chairs, dance ﬂoor, catering
annexe, power, heating, pizza oven & new luxury loos.
The super Tartan Lodge which sleeps up to 4, is also available for weekend hire, allowing you to
invite up to 24 guests to stay at Myres.
As our weddings are all bespoke and individual, please email or call us if you would like more
detail or to arrange a visit.

HOW TO FIND US
Situated on the edge of the Howe of Fife, Auchtermuchty is 25 miles
north east of The Forth Road Bridge via the M90 and A91.
Journey Times: Edinburgh: 40 minutes; Glasgow:� 60 minutes;
Dundee:�25 minutes; Perth:�25 minutes; St. Andrews:�25 minutes.
London Kings Cross to Ladybank (4 miles away)�by train takes just 5
hours 30 minutes
Sat Nav: KY14 7EW
GPS Coordinates: Lat: 56:16:58N Long: 3:14:05W

CONTACT US
We would love to meet and show you what can be offered at Myres
Castle. Please contact us to arrange a suitable time:
Myres Castle
Auchtermuchty
Fife
Scotland
KY14 7EW
Phone:�+44 (0) 1337 828350
Email:�enquiries@myrescastle.co.uk

WWW.MYRESCASTLE.CO.UK

